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Charge transport in mixed CdSe and CdTe colloidal nanocrystal films
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We report the influence of trap states on charge transport through films of mixed CdTe and CdSe nanocrystals (NCs) between lateral electrodes, through layered films of CdTe and CdSe NCs in a layered geometry, and through films of CdTe/CdSe nanobarbells in a layered geometry. We find that an electron trapping state on the surface of the CdTe NCs dominates the conduction in all devices studied. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and thermal activation studies implicate unpassivated or oxidized Te as the electron-trapping site.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is considerable interest in colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals (NCs) as active components for the next generation of solar cells and other optoelectronic devices. Potential advantages of colloidal NCs are that they can be deposited on any surface and that the band gap of a NC can be tuned by changing the size of the particle.1,2 However, with the advantages of NCs come challenges because the organic ligands, which allow for the solution processing of the NCs, inhibit exciton separation and decrease charge-carrier mobility in close-packed NC films.3–8 The large surface-to-volume ratio of the NC also results in more unpassivated surface atoms, which may serve as trap states, than would be present in a bulk semiconductor film. Such traps increase the probability for recombination in the bulk of the film, rather than extraction at the electrodes.9

The band gap of CdTe NCs can be tuned from 1.5 to 2.1 eV,2 covering most of the range of the peak emission power of the solar spectrum.10 CdSe/CdTe heterojunction solar cells displaying 2.9% efficiency processed from sintered NCs have been reported;11 however, this value is still low when compared to the 16.5% efficiency which has been reported for CdTe/CdS thin-film solar cells12 and 13.6% for CdTe thin-film solar cells on flexible substrates.13 In addition, this efficiency is not achieved until the NCs are sintered together, burning away most of the organic ligands in the process, losing the quantum-mechanical confinement and effectively creating a nanocrystalline thin film.11 While spinning NCs from solution and then sintering may constitute an alternative route to bulk semiconductor thin films, many of the potential advantages offered by quantum-confined NCs are lost in the process. In order to increase the efficiency of NC photovoltaic and other optoelectronic devices, the physics of charge transport through NC films needs to be well characterized so that methods can be developed to improve the extraction of charge from NC films while keeping intact quantum-confinement effects.

In this paper, the photoconductivity of films composed of both CdSe and CdTe NCs, and CdSe/CdTe nanobarbells (NBs) is investigated. CdSe adjacent to CdTe forms a type-II heterojunction, in which the band offset of the two semiconductors separates excitons at the interface with electrons in CdSe and holes in CdTe. Infrared emission from type-II core/shell CdTe/CdSe NCs demonstrates that the type-II effect is indeed present in NC materials.14 By mixing CdTe and CdSe NCs together, numerous type-II interfaces are created throughout the film and charge transport can, in principle, proceed by electron carriers through a percolating CdSe network and hole carriers through a CdTe network, reducing carrier recombination in the film. However, we find that charge trapping at NC surface states overwhelms the effect of the type-II interfaces. Specifically, an electron acceptor state on the surface of CdTe NCs is found to trap electrons in our thin-film NC devices. We present a detailed characterization of the electrical consequences of this surface state in mixed CdTe/CdSe NC and CdTe/CdSe nanobarbell photovoltaic and photovoltaic devices.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Synthesis

CdTe and CdSe NCs were synthesized using standard methods for II-VI NC synthesis15,16 and CdSe/CdTe rod/dot NBs (CdSe/CdTe NBs) were synthesized using a previously published procedure.17,18 The CdTe NCs were 6 nm in diameter and the CdSe NCs were 4.9 nm in diameter. The nanobarbells consisted of CdSe nanorods (NRs) that were ~15 nm in length and ~5 nm in diameter with CdTe NCs at each end of each rod that were 5.5–6 nm in diameter.

B. NC film and device preparation

Two measurement devices were used in this study. (1) The lateral device [Fig. 1(a)] was a silicon inverted field-effect transistor (FET). The FETs were fabricated by lithographically patterning gold bar electrodes 200×800×0.1 μm2 on 330-nm-thick silicon oxide. The electrodes were separated by 1 or 2 μm. (2) The layered device [Fig. 1(b)] consisted of a transparent bottom electrode; 20 nm poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) spin-coated onto indium-tin oxide (ITO). The photosensitive layer consisted of multiple, discrete, ~25-nm-thick layers of CdTe NCs, CdSe NCs, or CdSe/CdTe NBs spun from chloroform and treated with a solution of butylamine in acetonitrile to decrease interparticle spacing. The top electrode was a eutectic gallium-indium solder (EGaIn).19
b

FIG. 1. Schematic of the devices used in the experiments. (a) Lateral device structure consisting of gold electrodes 200×800 ×0.1 μm patterned on 330 nm silicon oxide on a silicon backgate or quartz (not shown). The electrodes are spaced by 1 or 2 μm. The NC film, typically 100–200 nm thick, was drop cast or spun onto the device and covers the entire surface of the device. (b) Layered device structure used in the photovoltaic study. 20-nm-thick PE-ethylsiloxane through a 1.5 mm radius hole cut in a thin piece of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) donut and forms a conformal contact with the NC film. The EGaIn was contacted with a Pt wire and the ITO with a metal pin. Photoexcitation occurs through the ITO face of the device.

The film treatment employed in this paper is postdeposition cap exchange with butylamine. For the butylamine cap exchange, the NC film was soaked in a 0.1 M solution of butylamine in acetonitrile for 2 min. The film was then rinsed in acetonitrile and baked in a nitrogen environment for 1 h at 70 °C to remove excess solvent.

C. Electrical measurements

All conductivity measurements on lateral devices were performed in a Janis VPF-100 cryostat under vacuum. Samples were loaded into the cryostat in the glovebox and never exposed to air. An Ar+ laser at 514 nm was used to photoexcite the samples. It has been shown previously that photocurrent is not a result of photoinjection from the electrodes. For the layered devices, the current was measured air in the incident light going through the ITO face first. The EGaIn electrode wets the NC film surface through a 1.5 mm radius hole cut in a thin piece of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). Both the PDMS and EGaIn conformably contact the surface of the NCs. For photocurrent action (PCA) spectra measurements in which the photocurrent was measured as a function of the wavelength of the excitation light, the samples are photoexcited with a 150 W ozone free xenon arc lamp through a monochromator. The photovoltaic and photocooperative external quantum efficiencies are determined using a silicon photodiode (Thorlabs DET210) as a reference.

D. Optical measurements

The absorbance spectrum of the NC films on glass slides was measured with a Cary 5000 UV-visible-near infrared spectrometer. Fluorescence measurements were performed using a Horiba Jobin-Yvon Fluoromax-3 spectrometer. The fluorescence quantum yield (QY) of CdTe NCs was calculated using oxazine 720 as the reference dye. The QY of this dye at room temperature is 60% in ethanol and 63% in methanol.

III. RESULTS

A. Conductivity of mixed films of CdTe and CdSe NCs and films of CdSe/CdTe NBs

1. CdSe and CdTe mixed NC films

Figure 2 shows the field dependence of the photogenerated current for films composed of varying ratios of CdSe NCs to CdTe NCs in the lateral device geometry [Fig. 1(a)]. Films containing only CdSe NCs (trace a) show photocurrent saturation with electric field, indicating efficient extraction of both carriers and blocking contacts, as discussed below, while films containing over 20% CdTe NCs by volume (traces d–i) exhibit photocooperative gain and do not saturate with electric field in the field range studied. Films with a small percentage of CdTe NCs (traces b and c) show decreased photocurrent compared to the pure CdSe NC film and no longer exhibit saturation under the fields used in this study. The magnitude of the photocurrent reaches a minimum at 20% CdTe NCs by volume, as shown in the inset of Fig. 2.
FIG. 3. (a) Photocurrent versus electric field with 32 mW/cm² 514 nm excitation for a CdTe NC film (black line) and a CdSe/CdTe NB film (gray line). The magnitude of the photocurrent has not been scaled for either of the films but are matched to have a similar absorbance value at 514 nm. (b) Room-temperature differential conductance dI/dV plotted as a function of gate voltage for a CdSe/CdTe NB film held at −90 V_g. V_g is applied for 5 s and followed by a recovery of 5 s at 0 V_g before V_g is stepped to the next value (Ref. 18).

2. CdSe/CdTe NB films

Figure 3(a) shows the field dependence of the photocurrent of a CdSe/CdTe NB film compared to a CdTe NC film. The field dependence of the photocconductivity for films of CdSe/CdTe NBs is nearly identical to that of films composed entirely of CdTe NCs. In Fig. 3(b) we show differential conductance measurements of the NB films as a function of voltage on the Si substrate, used as a gate [see Fig. 1(a)]. The dark conductance increases with negative gate voltage indicating that holes are the majority carrier. Temperature-dependence measurements of the dark current in NB films yields an activation energy of 0.33 eV for the dark current, nearly identical to that of CdTe NC films.\textsuperscript{15,18}

B. Oxidation and modification of CdTe NC surface

Figure 4 shows the dark conductivity and photocconductivity of a CdTe NC film as a function of field and air exposure time. Two curves are taken at each air exposure time to demonstrate that it is the air exposure and not sweeping of the electric field, which results in the enhancement of the current. The insets of graphs (a) and (b) are the same data scaled in current and plotted on a log plot to highlight the electric field dependence of the current. The current is measured in a cryostat under vacuum and then the sample is opened to air for the designated period of time.

FIG. 4. Room-temperature (a) dark and (b) photocurrent current-field curves as a function of exposure to air. The electric field is swept from 0 to 10×10^5 V/cm for each curve. Two curves are taken at each air exposure time to demonstrate that it is the air exposure and not sweeping of the electric field, which results in the enhancement of the current. The insets of graphs (a) and (b) are the same data scaled in current and plotted on a log plot to highlight the electric field dependence of the current. The current is measured in a cryostat under vacuum and then the sample is opened to air for the designated period of time.

FIG. 5. XPS spectra for a CdTe NC film before (gray line) and after (black line) exposure to air for 3 weeks. Characteristic Te 4d, Te 3d, and Cd 3d peaks are shown before (gray) and after (black) oxidation of the CdTe NC film. The unoxidized Te 4d doublet located at 40.73 and 42.2 eV is assigned to Te-Cd in accordance with bulk CdTe values (Ref. 21). In the Te 4d and Te 3d spectra of the oxidized film additional peaks appear shifted ∼3.5 eV to higher binding energy. These are attributed to TeO₂ and CdTeO₃ surface states. The Cd 3d peak shows only a slight shift to higher energies, possibly due to Cd-O formation or oxidation of the ligands which are bonded to the Cd.

An increase in both the dark current and photocurrent is observed with increasing exposure time to air under ambient conditions while the insets in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) show that the overall shape of the field dependence remains largely unchanged.

In Fig. 5, x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) data for CdTe nanocrystal films processed under inert conditions are compared to identically prepared films exposed to air for 3 weeks. The 3.5 eV shift of the Te 4d spectrum upon oxidation is consistent with observations in Ref. 21 where a ∼3.7 eV shift is proposed to correspond to Te in the +4 oxidation state and TeO₂ and CdTeO₃ are proposed as the surface states.\textsuperscript{21}

Exposure of CdTe NCs in solution or in a thin film to oxygen results in rapid quenching of the photoluminescence. It has been shown that CdTe NCs with a Cd-rich surface have a higher photoluminescent QY in air than those with a Te-rich surface.\textsuperscript{22} After three precipitations and redispersion in hexane, the QY of the CdTe NC solution is ∼0.1%. However, after addition of cadmium oleate the QY increases to as much as 50% and remains fluorescent for weeks when stored in air.\textsuperscript{18}

Layered CdTe and CdSe nanocrystal thin-films photovoltaics

Three-layered device structures with CdTe and CdSe NCs and CdTe/CdSe NBs have been constructed. In each device the bottom contact is a transparent electrode, ITO coated with 20 nm of PEDOT:PSS; each nanocrystal layer is 25 nm thick, and the top electrode is a EGaIn. The ITO is connected to ground and voltage is applied to the EGaIn contact. In contrast to the previous experiments, all measurements here are conducted in air.

Device #1 consists of ITO, PEDOT:PSS, a CdTe NC layer (band-edge absorption at 660 nm), a CdSe NC layer (band-edge absorption at 600 nm), and EGaIn, in that order. The band diagram, depicted in Fig. 6(a), shows the positions of the work functions and conduction and valence bands for the metals and semiconductors, respectively. These values represent the individual material properties prior to establishment...
of a uniform Fermi level across the device. The PCA spectra and absorbance spectrum for this device are shown in Fig. 7(b). Comparison with the absorption spectra of CdSe NCs and CdTe NCs [Fig. 7(a)] shows that at zero bias the photocurrent comes primarily from the CdSe NC layer and there is little contribution from the CdTe NC layer. The limited contribution of CdTe NCs to the photocurrent is not a consequence of optical screening by the CdSe layer since the CdTe layer absorbs to the red of the CdSe layer, as indicated by their respective solution phase absorption spectra in Fig. 7(a). When 0.6 V is applied to the EGaIn, the device is in reverse bias and the PCA spectrum still appears to only come from CdSe NCs. However, when ~0.6 V forward bias is applied the majority of the photocurrent in the PCA spectrum comes from excitons absorbed in the CdTe layer.

Device #2 is a variation in device #1 with the order of the NC layers reversed; it consists of ITO, PEDOT:PSS, a CdSe NC layer, a CdTe NC layer, and EGaIn in that order [Fig. 6(b)]. At zero bias the photocurrent flows in the opposite direction of device #1 and the external quantum efficiency (EQE) is an order of magnitude lower, as shown in Fig. 7(c). Like device #1, the PCA spectrum indicates that only exci-
The surface of a CdTe NC contains tellurium atoms, an electron acceptor state located 0.3 eV from the valence band. This state can be populated with electrons (black circles) thermally excited from the valence band, leaving holes behind (white circles). As the temperature decreases, the number of electrons in the acceptor state (and thus the hole density) decreases. At room temperature, this state can be populated with electrons (black circles) thermally excited from the valence band, leaving holes behind (white circles). As the temperature decreases, the number of electrons in the acceptor state (and thus the hole density) decreases.

**IV. DISCUSSION**

**A. Conductivity in CdTe NC films—A review and further insights on charge transport mechanisms in CdTe NC films**

In previous investigations of the dark and photogenerated current in butylamine capped CdTe NC films between gold electrodes, differential conductance measurements have revealed that holes are the majority carrier of the dark current. The room-temperature dark current is found to be steady state, an indication that the gold electrodes can inject holes into the CdTe NC film, unlike the case of CdSe NC films. This is consistent with the small (0.4 eV) difference between the work function of gold (5.1 eV) and the valence band of CdTe (5.5 eV). Holes are found to be generated by the thermal excitation of valence-band electrons with a thermal activation energy of 0.38 ± 0.02 eV, which we interpret as the energy difference between the acceptor state and the valence band (Fig. 8) as found in other NC films. We now present an analysis of this state including its physical origin and its effect on the conduction mechanism of films incorporating CdTe NCs.

In bulk CdTe, a cadmium vacancy in the lattice results in an electron acceptor state located 0.3 eV from the valence band. The surface of a CdTe NC contains tellurium atoms, many of which may be unpassivated. It is possible that unpassivated tellurium atoms, i.e., cadmium vacancies on the surface or additional cadmium vacancies in the lattice are responsible for the electron accepting state in NCs. There is also evidence that an oxidized form of Te may be the acceptor state because the dark current increases with exposure to air as demonstrated in Fig. 4(a). The XPS results (Fig. 5) confirm that oxygen exposure alters the surface of the CdTe NC with clear new peaks in the Te 3d and Te 4d XPS spectra appearing after oxidation. These are assigned to Te in the 4+ oxidation state, consistent with TeO2 or CdTeO3 being the surface state.

The CdTe NCs are kept under argon during synthesis, transferred to a nitrogen glove box for processing, and measured under vacuum in a cryostat loaded in the glovebox. However, none of these processes are fully oxygen free, and it is possible that some percentage of the surface tellurium atoms have been oxidized. In our proposed mechanism, prolonged air exposure creates more oxidized tellurium sites which can accept electrons from the valence band, and thus creates a larger density of holes. It should be noted that, as the inset of [Fig. 4(a)] demonstrates, only the magnitude and not the electric field dependence of the dark current varies significantly with oxygen exposure. In other words, oxidation of the CdTe NCs results in a higher hole carrier density but does not change the conduction mechanism.

The photocurrent in CdTe NC films is secondary with a photoconductive gain (number of times a charge-carrier cycles through the device) greater than one. This mechanism has been explored in detail in a previous publication. In general, secondary photocurrents with gains greater than one occur when the electrodes can inject electrons and/or holes, and when the mobility of one of the charge carriers is higher than the other. The carrier with the higher mobility cycles through the circuit until it recombines with the slower carrier or until the slower carrier reaches an electrode for extraction. Since the photocurrent is found to have a gain greater than one and, as discussed previously, only the hole is replenished from the gold electrodes, the hole must have a higher mobility than the electron in CdTe NC films. This is surprising because in bulk CdTe the effective mass of the hole is 0.63m0, larger than the 0.11m0 effective mass of the electron. This result can be explained if the electron accepting state at 0.38 eV accepts electrons from the conduction band as well as the valence band. When electrons are thermally excited from the valence band the state behaves as a doping state, increasing the hole density. However, when the state accepts electrons from the conduction band the electron is deeply trapped. This state is 1.4 eV from the conduction band so it is unlikely that electrons can be thermally excited out of the state, and therefore the average electron mobility is greatly reduced. Electrons remain in this state until they recombine with holes so the state could also be termed a recombination center with a minor affinity for holes.

This model is consistent with the effects of oxygen exposure on the dark and photogenerated current in CdTe films presented in Fig. 4. A simultaneous increase in both the dark and photogenerated current may appear surprising, since an increase in the dark hole density should lead to a shorter lifetime of the electron in the conduction band, which, in general, results in a reduction in the photocurrent. However, if the acceptor state acts as a long-lived recombination center for electrons, the addition of new acceptor states upon oxidation may actually extend the lifetime of the photogenerated...
ated electron, resulting in an increase in the gain and increased photocurrent.

In addition to altering the conductivity of CdTe NC films, air exposure strongly quenches the fluorescence of CdTe NCs, and this fluorescence quenching is correlated with the formation of oxidized tellurium atoms (Te-O) on the surface of the nanocrystal. The fluorescence quenching may be a result of fast exciton dissociation due to rapid capture of the electron by the oxidized tellurium state. The post synthetic addition of cadmium oleate to CdTe NCs to form a cadmium-rich surface is shown to increase the quantum yield of the CdTe NCs dramatically from 0.1% to 50% and reduce the rate of fluorescence quenching upon exposure to oxygen. If Cd atoms cover the surface, this could slow down the rate of formation of a Te-O complex on the nanocrystal surface, consistent with the increase in quantum yield and stability.

In summary, an electron accepting state on the surface of CdTe NCs is responsible for the $p$-type dark current because it accepts thermally excited electrons from the valence band, leaving holes behind. This same state may also be responsible for exciton separation by accepting electrons from the conduction band. These electrons remain trapped in this state until they recombine with a hole, offering an explanation for why the effective hole mobility is larger than the electron mobility in CdTe NC films.

B. Mixed films of CdTe and CdSe NCs and CdSe/CdTe NB films between lateral electrodes—Photoconductive mode

Films composed of mixed CdTe and CdSe NCs should theoretically aid exciton separation compared to pure films of CdTe or CdSe NCs because the two bulk materials form a type-II junction when they are juxtaposed. Ideally, an exciton near the interface would be separated by the junction between CdTe and CdSe NCs, with the electron residing in the CdSe NCs and hole in the CdTe NCs after separation. The type-II offset should reduce the voltage necessary for exciton separation and the resulting spatial separation of the charges should also increase the lifetime of the free carriers.

Saturation of the photocurrent with voltage, seen only in films of CdSe NCs (Fig. 2) occurs when the transit time of the less mobile charge carrier is shorter than the recombination lifetime and the electrodes form blocking contacts. If the mixed films of CdSe NCs and CdTe NCs were to exhibit saturation, it would indicate that the electrons were efficiently extracted from the mixed films. Because of the type-II band offset, we would expect the CdTe NC/CdSe NC film to show photocurrent saturation at a lower applied field than for pure CdSe NC films, since the voltage required for exciton separation should be lowered by the type-II interface and the recombination lifetime should be increased by the spatial separation between the electron and hole in the two types of NCs. The second requirement for saturation, the presence of blocking contacts, is not satisfied for films of CdTe NCs. The observed photoconductive gain in CdTe NC films between gold electrodes indicates that gold does not form a hole-blocking contact with CdTe NCs. However, since the conduction band of CdTe NCs is $\sim 1.4$ eV above the vacuum level of gold, gold is expected to form a blocking contact for electron injection with CdTe NCs. In this case, once the electron lifetime is as great as the electron transit time saturation of the photocurrent should still be observed.

For the case of CdSe/CdTe NBs, the CdTe NC is directly connected to the CdSe NCs, which should increase the probability of type-II exciton separation since there is no longer an organic tunneling barrier between the CdSe and CdTe NCs, as is the case for the mixed films. In addition, the ratio of CdTe to CdSe is uniform throughout the film, eliminating potential difficulties stemming from segregation of CdTe and CdSe NCs.

The benefits of a type-II heterojunction as discussed above are clearly not observed for films of mixed CdSe and CdTe NCs (Fig. 2). When the film is composed entirely of CdSe NCs, both the electron and hole can be extracted from the film; however, as the ratio of CdTe to CdSe NCs increases more electrons become trapped and the photocurrent does not saturate. When the film is about 33% CdTe NCs, the photocurrent vs electric field curve closely resembles that of the 100% CdTe NC film indicating similar conduction mechanisms in both systems. From 33% CdTe NCs, increasing the percentage of CdTe NCs in the film increases the magnitude of the photocurrent as there are fewer CdSe NCs to slow the conduction of holes. CdSe NCs could, in principle, conduct holes, but the valence band is located $\sim 1.2$ eV below that of CdTe and so extra energy must be supplied to conduct through the CdSe NCs. The minimum in conduction at 20% CdTe concentration is most likely a reflection of a percolation threshold in which CdTe NCs are spaced too far apart for hole conduction between CdTe NCs, but present in high enough concentration to lower electron mobility. Theoretical calculations of the percolation threshold for randomly packed hard spheres and closest packed hard spheres (NC films after chemical treatment or annealing likely exist somewhere between the two regimes) give a critical volume fraction for percolation of 18% and 15%, respectively, close to the minimum observed in the inset of Fig. 2. In CdSe/CdTe NBs films, where the CdTe concentration is well above the percolation threshold, a nearly identical field dependence of the photoconductivity to films of pure CdTe NCs is observed (Fig. 3), indicating that for this material the CdTe trap state may be dominating the electron conduction.

Photoexcited electrons may enter the CdTe trap state directly from the CdSe conduction band since the energy of the CdTe electron trap state is lower than the energy of the conduction band of CdSe. Given the large energy offset between the CdTe and CdSe conduction bands, it is unlikely that a free electron first hops into the CdTe conduction band before being trapped. However, exciton diffusion may also lead to decreased electron mobility in these films. In this model, the exciton diffuses from CdSe to CdTe NCs by Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET). Efficient FRET transfer has been demonstrated in films of CdSe NCs (Ref. 26) and films of CdTe NCs. Since the band gap of CdTe is smaller than CdSe, there is no spectral overlap for the reverse process so the exciton becomes trapped in CdTe. The electron acceptor state may then directly trap the conduction-band electron, breaking apart the exciton.
In conclusion, in both mixed films of CdTe and CdSe NCs and CdSe/CdTe NBs the electron trapping on the CdTe NC surface dominates charge transport through the films. Even if excitons are ionized at the type-II interface, electron transport does not appear to be segregated to the CdSe NCs and NRs and electrons still end up deeply trapped at the surface of the CdTe nanoparticle.

C. Layered CdTe and CdSe nanocrystal thin-films photovoltaics

While photoconductive devices with gains greater than unity can be useful for photodetectors, they do not increase the efficiency of a photovoltaic device. Unlike a photoconductive device, a photovoltaic device requires that both charges be extracted at the electrodes. The low efficiencies of many NC/polymer hybrid solar cells is attributed in part to charges being extracted at the electrodes. The CdTe NC films and CdSe/CdTe NB films between lateral gold electrodes described above behave as secondary photoconductors with the hole amplifying the current as it cycles through the circuit a number of times before recombining with a trapped electron. If these materials are to work in a photovoltaic device, the electron must be able to reach an electrode for extraction.

The first device studied (Fig. 6) is a type-II planar heterojunction between CdSe NCs and CdTe NCs. The photoaction spectrum of the device reveals a minimal contribution to the photocurrent from the CdTe layer compared to the contribution from the CdSe layer. If excitons diffused efficiently to the interface from both layers and separated across the type-II junction, then excitons created in both layers should contribute to the photoaction spectrum relative to the strength of their absorption. If the main source of free carriers is separation at the interface, then minimal contribution to the photocurrent from the CdTe layer suggests that the exciton diffusion length in the CdTe nanocrystals is much shorter than the diffusion length in CdSe. The dramatic quenching of photoluminescence of CdTe when exposed to oxygen indicates that the exciton lifetime is much shorter in air-exposed CdTe NCs than air-exposed CdSe NCs, which may result in a shorter diffusion length. The electrons trapped in the CdTe NCs are immobile and unable to reach the CdSe NC film to conduct, preventing photons absorbed in the CdTe layer from generating a current in the device.

Under forward bias, the contribution of CdTe NCs to the photoaction spectrum becomes apparent. In forward bias, holes can be injected from the ITO into the PEDOT:PSS and subsequently into the CdTe. This means that holes that recombine at the interface with electrons in CdSe can be replenished from the contacts, causing current to flow. Alternatively, the current may arise from exciton separation at the interface with PEDOT:PSS with the electron recombining in the p-type polymer. Either way, the effect of the photons absorbed by CdTe NCs is to increase the hole density in the CdTe NC film at equilibrium.

Device 2 is identical to device 1 with the exception that the order of the CdTe and CdSe NC layers are reversed. In this case, the built-in field created by the work function offset of the metal electrodes opposes the built-in field generated by the CdTe/CdSe heterojunction. The direction of photogenerated current flow at zero bias is reversed compared to device 1, indicating that the electrochemical potential difference between the CdSe NC layer and the CdTe NC layer is larger than that between the electrode materials. The EQE of device 2 is an order of magnitude smaller than that of device 1 as expected given the nonideal geometry of the device. As in device 1, the CdTe absorption only contributes strongly to the PCA spectrum under forward bias, indicating that the behavior observed in device 1 is not unique to the CdTe NC and PEDOT:PSS interface.

Device 3 is identical to device 1 with the addition of a NB film between the CdTe and CdSe NC layers, forming a bulk heterojunction layer. Although the previous devices indicate that at zero bias the CdTe NC film does not contribute to the photocurrent, ideally the CdSe/CdTe NB film would exhibit better transport properties. However, as observed in the mixed NC films, the NB layer appears to act similarly to the CdTe layer since it does not contribute to the zero-bias PCA spectrum.

To summarize, the three photovoltaic devices with different combinations of CdTe NCs, CdSe NCs, and NBs all exhibit contributions to the photocurrent only from the CdSe NC layer when measured at zero applied bias. The CdTe NC and CdSe/CdTe NB layers contribute to the photocurrent only when the device is run in forward bias. These results are consistent with the trapping of electrons by the CdTe surface state described in the previous section.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We find that unpassivated and/or oxidized atoms on the surface of CdTe NCs serve to deeply trap electrons and enhance the exciton ionization rate. Experiments with mixed films of CdTe and CdSe NCs and CdSe/CdTe NBs in a planar device geometry all display conductivity properties that can be linked to the trapping of electrons on the surface of the CdTe NCs. These trap states hinder CdTe NCs from contributing to the photocurrent in a NC-based photovoltaic device at zero or reverse bias. These results demonstrate the importance of surface states in influencing the conduction in both homogenous and heterogeneous NC-based devices.
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